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The story of community displacement from N/NE Portland is in many ways a story of land: Land
acquired with eminent domain to build highways, a stadium, and a hospital. Land that remained
vacant and underutilized for decades. Land that is now highly valuable, and is quickly changing
hands for the construction of expensive housing and commercial spaces. Inner N/NE Portland isn’t
“gone” yet, but as rents soar and high-end developments go up on property after property, more of
our community is displaced, and opportunities to create equitable neighborhoods fall by the
wayside. Despite this history, we can reverse displacement and ensure an equitable future for our
city.

As community-based organizations and neighborhood leaders, we are working to stake a lasting
claim in N/NE Portland for people, rather than just for profit. We call on the City to join us in this
effort. When the market works to drive displacement, the public sector can and must intervene. This
is the moment for us to take decisive action, together.

We call on the Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) to prioritize the acquisition of properties in
our neighborhoods for an affordable housing land bank. This must be done now, before
properties become even more expensive and opportunities to acquire them disappear. Whether
properties are vacant or already developed with housing, once added to the land bank they can be
used to provide permanently affordable housing of all kinds for our community, as resources for
development and preservation become available. In this way, land-banking will leverage today’s
funds with those received by PHB and its non-profit partners over the coming years. A robust land-
banking strategy should be shaped in collaboration with community partners, and implemented
through:

• The use of urban renewal funds -- including the $20 million earmarked for the N/NE
Neighborhood Housing Strategy,

• PHB’s annual budget,
• The pursuit of federal resources, and
• Efforts to acquire land owned by other institutions and public agencies.

To expand housing opportunity for people of color and other low-income households, especially in
Portland’s high-opportunity neighborhoods, we must move quickly. The costs of failing to take
decisive action now – in terms of public health, community resilience, our children’s education, and
access to jobs and transportation – are simply too great. Time and time again, including at the recent
N/NE Neighborhood Housing Strategy forums, community members have voiced the need to
reverse displacement and ensure that lower-income people can afford to live in Inner N/NE
Portland, both now and into the future. We share that goal, and call for a meaningful, lasting
strategy to achieve it -- not symbolic projects or quick fixes. Spending limited funds to develop a
small number of units today would squander our best opportunity to interrupt the process of
gentrification and displacement. Banking land now, however, enables us to build communities that
are inclusive and affordable for all -- for the long haul.

Beyond Inner N/NE, land-banking can also be used in Cully, the Jade District, the future Powell



Blvd. transportation corridor and other neighborhoods where market pressures are building and
housing displacement is imminent. Across the city, land-banking is the strategy that achieves our
shared vision for stable, inclusive neighborhoods. We look forward to working with PHB to
develop and implement a bold land-banking strategy that will ensure housing opportunity in our
neighborhoods for generations to come. The time to secure an equitable future for our communities,
rather than merely taking about it, is now.

Our asks of PHB:

• Create a land-banking entity for the City of Portland, in order to acquire and reserve land for
permanently affordable housing.

• Prioritize resources allocated for affordable housing from the Interstate Corridor Urban
Renewal Area, including the $20 million earmarked for the N/NE Neighborhood Housing
Strategy, for the acquisition of land.

• Seek resources from the General Fund for land-banking through the City’s annual budget
process.

• Identify and allocate additional funding sources for land-banking in other neighborhoods
threatened by gentrification and displacement.

• Engage with public agencies and non-profit organizations (including churches and large
institutions) to develop a model for acquiring under-used properties that they own.

• Working with community partners, develop priorities and procedures for making properties
available from the land bank for use by non-profit developers for permanently affordable
housing.

• Maintain a transparent process and accountability to the community, as described in N/NE
Housing Strategy public meetings.

• By the end of January, 2015, meet with representatives of the undersigned organizations to
establish a timeline for implementation of this strategy.
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